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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The need for international cooperation on coconut research to bring 
together a critical mass of expertise and resources to solve some of the 
pressing problems of the crop and its fanners, has long been recognized 
amongst producing countries, coconut researchers, and several development 
agencies. A number of proposals have been prepared for international 
cooperation, particularly in the area of coconut germplasm collection, 
evaluation and breeding. These proposals date back to 1972. All have 
lapsed. The needs of the crop and the millions of people who depend on 
it for their livelihood have not abated in the meantime. 

The key problem has been the lack of follow through to establish a 
consortium of producing countries, consumers and development agencies, 
that would design and implement a high quality research program that 
addresses the major issues facing the crop, and provides the continuity 
of funding that is essential for a perrenial tree crop such as coconut. 
The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) is 
ideally placed to sponsor+ the design and conduct of such a program, and 
provide the necessary continuity of financial support. 

The 1986 CGZAR Priorities paper concluded that coconuts were one of three 
priority areas requiring international support (the other two being 
tropical vegetables and aquaculture). 

In 1988-89, TAC considered two papers which described: 1) the current 
status and future trends in coconut production within the context of the 
world fats and oils market; 2) existing research programs; 3) future 
research needs ; and 4) possible institutional. options for an inter- 
national initiative on coconut research. 

The present paper summarfsest 1) The importance of coconut as a 
smallholder crop that is an important component of long-term farming 
systems in coastal and island regions throughout the world; 2) The needs 
and opportunities for research; 3) The priority areas for research 
appropriate for international support. 4) The possible institutional 
mechanisms for conducting an international coconut research program, 
either within or outside the auspices of the CGIAR. 

The coconut palm is believed to have originated in the Western Pacific. 
It is now a pan-tropical crop, grown on approximately 11.6 million ha in 
82 countries. The main producers are the Philippines, Indonesia, India, 
Sri Lanka, Papua New Guinea and the Pacific Islands. Total world 
production in 1985 was 7.5 million metric tons of copra equivalent. 

* Australian Cmtre for International &rladtural F&war&, GPO Box 1571, Canberra, Australia 2601. 
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Approximately 852 of production comes from Asia (13 countries) and the 
Pacific (18 countries). Coconut is also a locally important crop in 29 
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, and in 22 countries along 
the coasts of East and West Africa. 

Coconut is predominantly a smallholder crop, with at least 962 of total 
world production coming from smallholdings of 0.5-4.0 ha. It is an 
ecologically sound crop. It is able to grow in harsh environments, such 
as atolls, high salinity, drought, or poor soils. It plays an important 
role in the sustainability of often fragile ecosystems in island and 
coastal communities. Coconut is used as a source of food, drink, fuel, 
stock feed and shelter for village communities, where it is often 
referred to as the ‘Tree of Life’ . It is also a cash crop, able to be 
used to produce many items for sale, at either the local, national, or 
international level. About 70% of the total crop is consumed in 
producing countries. Coconut is also an important export crop for Borne 
countries. The main internationally-traded products are copra, coconut 
oil, copra meal, and desiccated coconut. 

The rationale for further research on coconut is based on: 1) The 
importance of coconut as a smallholder crop, produced largely for 
domestic consumption. There are more than 10 million farm families 
(about 50 million people) directly involved in its cultivation. A 
further 30 million people in Asia alone are directly dependent on coconut 
and its processing for their livelihood: 2) The increasing importance of 
domes tic consumption of coconut in producing countries to meet the 
growing demand for vegetable oils and fats: 3) The predictions of future 
decreasing production in the Philippines (the world’s major exporter of 
coconut oil), due to the increasing age of the palms: 4) The continuing 
price premiums paid for the lauric acid oils (coconut and palm kernel 
oil), primarily for their industrial uses ; 5) The declining 
competitiveness of coconut, which means it i.S presently unable to take 
advantage of the expanding vegetable oil market and is losing ground to 
other crops : 6) Virtually all the benefits from coconut research accrue 
to developing countries. Furthermore, the majority of these benefits go 
to the smallholder producers. The balance go to consumer8 in developing 
countries. 

Promising research results from only a few programs suggest that a well- 
organized and adequately funded international research effort could yield 
high returns on the investments. 

Appropriate methods will be required for the transfer of new technologies 
to smallholders, if theee returns on research investments are to be 
realized. Coconut breeding in several countriee over the past 30 years 
has demonstrated that hybrids are capable of yielding up to 6 tons 
copralhalyear, under favourable conditions (cf. world average yield of 
500 kg/ha/year). Progress has also been made in the identification of 
the causal agents of diseases of previously unknown etiology. 

Coconut research is presently under-funded. There are several national 
research programs. With few exceptions, they are not well-supported 
financially nor do they have sufficient appropriately trained staff and 
facilities. Most suffer from a lack of continuity in funding, both from 
national sources, and from external agencies. Many small producing 
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countries are not able to support a coconut research program at all. At 
present there is no means by which small countries can access new 
technologies, especially for higher yielding planting material. Yet they 
could be active participant9 in an international germplasm evaluation 
program. The present research efforts are not addressing the needs of 
the crop internationally, nor capitalizing on the promising results from 
breeding and other areas of research, for the benefit of smallholders. 

The long-term nature of coconut research, the history of discontinuity 
and lack of support in its funding, the prospects of high returns from 
research investments, and the likely distribution of research benefits to 
smallholder producers, make coconut a particularly suitable target for an 
international research initiative. 

The priority research areas to be addressed by an international effort 
are: 1) Coconut germplasm improvement: (collection, conservation, 
breeding and evaluation): 2) Disease and pest control: 3) Sustainability 
of coconut-based farming systems: 4) Postharvest handling and utilization 

It is proposed that there be a socio-economic component within each of 
the priority research areas. The issues influencing the participation of 
farmers in rehabilitation and replanting program9 are of particular 
importance. 

After consideration of various options, an international initiative, 
termed an International Coconut Research Council is proposed as the most 
appropriate institutiona. model. It would conduct research on a limited 
scale, especially in relation to germplasm collection, conservation, and 
utilization: contract research to national and other research institutes 
on the identified priority areas: and establish subject-matter and 
regional research networks, to encourage greater exchange of research 
results, and technology. A socio-economic component would be included in 
each research area. A total complement of 14 senior staff was proposed. 

The proposed international coconut germpla%m improvement programme would 
require the establishment of an international germplasm research unit 
under whose auspices coconut germplasm would be collected and conserved 
and research on techniques for germplasm conservation and breeding would 
be conducted. The germplasm unit and the headquarters of the Council 
would be located in Asia (possibly in two different countries, to 
maintain the decentralised style of the Council). 

The proposed initial complement of senior staff would be 14. In 
addition, the Council would require some support staff. It would also 
require a significant contractual research budget. The Council would 
then have the responsibility to commission research of international 
significance with national programs, other interested research 
organisations, and advanced laboratories within its identified high 
priority areas. 

The administrative mechanisms by which an international research program 
on coconut could be established are compared. These options include ones 
which could be incorporated into the CGL4R system and ones which could be 
conducted under international auspices but outside the CGIAR system. The 
critical elements are to establish international auspices for the 
programme, especially in regard to germplasm conservation, evaluation and 
improvement, and to provide a mechanism for continuity of funding for 
coconut research. 
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A case is presented for establishing an international research initiative 
on coconut. This subject has been examined since the early 1970’s by 
several bodies interested in improving the productivity of coconut, and 
increasing the income 9 of millions of smallholders dependent on the 
crop. Although the need9 have been demonstrated, and the potential 
returns from research appreciated, all these efforts have failed. 

In the intervening period, research workers have shown the potential for 
substantial increases in yield, the development of new technologies for 
pest and disease control, and the improvement in processing of coconut 
products. The management of the coconut lands to ensure their long-term 
productivity is also of increasing concern. Investment in research in 
these priority areas would benefit directly smallholder producers and 
coconut consumers in many countries. Coconut research is commended to 
TAC for its consideration as an international research initiative 
appropriate for support by the CGIAR. 

196-PERS 
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1. The need for international cooperation on coconut research to bring 
together a critical mass of expertise and resource9 to solve some of 
the pressing problems of the crop and its farmers, has long been 
recognized amongst producing countries, coconut researchers, and ., 
several development agencies. A number of proposals have been 
prepared for international cooperation, particularly in the area of 
coconut germplasm collection, evaluation and breeding. These 
proposals date back to 1972. All have lapsed. The needs have not 
abated in the meantime. The key problem has been the lack of follow 
through to establish a consortium of producing countries, consumers 
and development agencies, that would design and implement a high 
quality research program that addresses the major issues facing the 
crop, and provide9 the continuity of funding that is essential for a 
perrenial tree crop such a9 coconut. The Consultative Group on 
International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) is ideally placed to 
sponsor the design and conduct of such a program, and provide the 
necessary continuity of financial support. 

PRIORITY OF COCONUT RESEARCH 

2. The 1986 report on :CGIAR Priorities and Future Strategies” by the 
Technical Advisory doxnittee (TAC) of the Consultative Group on 
International Agricultural Research (CGIAR), concluded that coconut9 
were one of three priority area9 requiring international support (the 
other two being tropical vegetables and aquaculture). The report 
states: 

“Coconut is the oil crop most in need of international research 
support. International research on the crop is currently 
underfunded and it has the potential for high pay-off. 
Furthermore, coconut is a smallholder crop that is ecologically 
sound and offers a broad range of dietary, income, and employment 
opportunities. It is not only a primary. source of edible oil, 
but also of fibre and livestock feed, once it can be processed 
into a variety of end-products. Furthermore, there appears to be 
good research potential 
encourages the creation of 
coordinate coconut research 
such a network.’ 

for coconut... TAC , therefore, 
a research network to strengthen and 
and supports CC system involvement in 

Discussion paper prepared for tha WAR Tachnical Advisory &mm&tea, lITA. Ibadan, Nigeria, June 1990. This paper is 

complemsntaq to two earllrr paprr prepared for TAC: 

1) Coconut Pssearch: An lntrrnational lni-thttve. June 1988 

2) Coconut: International Pa-arch Prlorlthr, Septsmbrr 1989 

* Australian Centrr for International Pgticukural Research. GPO Box l!j71. Canberra, Austrdla 2601. 
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3 The Consultative Group adopted this recommendation from TAC at the 
Group’s meeting in Ottawa in 1986. 

4 In June 1988, TAC considered a paper which described: 

1. the current status and future trends in coconut production within 
the context of the world fats and oils market; 

2. existing research programs; 
3. future research needs: and 
4. possible options for an international initiative on coconut 

research. 

5 TAC noted at its June 1988 meeting that coconut research had a high 
potential for pay-off because there were significant researchable 
problems, and it was a crop important to smallholders. TAC requested 
a further elaboration of the research needs for small-scale 
producers, and the role of coconut in meeting domestic demand for 
vegetable oil. 

6 A second paper entitled “Coconut: International Research Priorities” 
was discussed by TAC in October 1989. The priority areas identified 
represented a consensus amongst coconut research workers, who had 
discussed the matter at the May 1989 COCOTECH meeting sponsored by 
the Asian and Pacific Coconut Community (APCC) in Bangkok and an 
ACIAR-sponsored working group meeting held in Singapore in September 
1989. 

7. The October 1989 paper provided an analysis of the world market for 
fats and oils and the future prospects for coconut. It then 
considered the need for an international initiative in coconut 
research. Four priority research areas were identified: 1) germplasm 
improvement, 2) disease and pest control,- 3) post-harvest technology, 
and 4) the sustainability of coconut-based farming systems. 

. 
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8. After consideration of various options, an international initiative, 
termed an International Coconut Research Council was proposed as the 
most appropriate institutional model. It would conduct research on a 

limited scale, especially in relation to germplasm collection, 
conservation, and utilization: contract research to national and 
other research institutes on the identified priority areas: and 
establish subject-matter and regional research networks, to encourage 
greater exchange of research results, and technology. A 
socio-economic component would be included in each research area. A 
total complement of 14 senior staff was proposed. 

9. The proposed international coconut germplasm improvement programme 
would require the establishment of an international germplasm 
research unit under whose auspices coconut germplasm would be 
collected and conserved and research on techniques for germplasm 
conservation and breeding would be conducted. The germplasm unit and 
the headquarters of the Council would be located in Asia (possibly in 
two different countries, to maintain the decentralised style of the 
Council). 
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10. TAG considered in late 1989 that the paper provided a sound basis for 
its future deliberations on coconut, but that it would not be 
possible to make a recommendation to the CGIAR on coconut in 
isolation. TAC’s position on coconut as a possible new venture would 
be incorporated into TAC’s overall recommendations on the expansion 
of the CGIAR System in 1990. 

11. The present paper to TAC in June 1990 suntmarises 

1. The importance of coconut as a smallholder crop that is an 
important component of long-term farming systems in coastal and 
island regions throughout the world. 

2. The needs and opportunities for research. 
3. The priority areas for research appropriate for international 

support. 
4. The possible institutional mechanisms for conducting an 

international coconut research program, either within or outside 
the auspices of the CGIAR. 

COCONUT PRODUCTION 

12. The coconut palm is believed to have originated in the Western 
Pacif id . . It is now 4 pan-tropical crop, grown on approximately 11.6 
million ha in 82 countries. The main producers are the Philippines, 
Indonesia, India, Sri Lanka, Papua New Guinea and the Pacific 
Islands. Total world *production in 1985 was 7.5 million metric tons 
of copra equivalent. -Approximately 851 of production comes from Asia 
(13 countries) and the Pacific (18 countries). Coconut is also a 
locally important crop in 29 countries in Latin America and the 
Caribbean, and in 22 countries along the coasts of East and West 
Africa. The major producers in Latin America and the Caribbean are 
Brazil, Mexico and Jamaica. The major producers in Africa are 
Tanzania and’Mozambique. 

13. Many of the producing countries are small island countries in the 
Pacific, Caribbean and Indian Oceans. Coconut is both their primary 
subsistence crop. and their only significant source of export 
earnings. There are few (if any) alternative crops able to 
substitute for coconut in these ecosystems. 

14. Coconut is predominantly a smallholder crop, with at least 96X of 
total world production coming from smallholdings of 0.5-4.0 ha (Table 
1). It is an ecologically sound crop. It is able to grow in harsh 
environments, such as atolls, high salinity, drought, or poor soils. 
It plays an important role in the sustainability of often fragile 
ecosystems in island and coastal communities. 

15. Coconut is used as a source of food, drink, fuel, stock feed and 
shelter for village communities, where it is often referred to as the 
‘Tree of Life’. It is also a cash crop, able to be used to produce 
many items for sale, at either the local, national, or international 
level. About 707 of the total crop is consumed in producing 
countries. Coconut is also an important export crop for some 
countries. The main internationally- traded products are copra, 
coconut oil, copra meal, and desiccated coconut. The major exporter 
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is the Philippines. The main bi:.:Jers are the USA, Japan and the 
European Community countries. Prices for coconut products have, on 
average, been decreasing over the past 20 years, in line with other 
vegetable oil crops. 

16. There has been some perception in North America of a health risk 
associated with coconut oil, due to its high content of saturated 
fatty acids. However, research by the Harvard Medical School has 
shown that there is no evidence that coconut oil leads to high 
cholestrol levels and associated heart disease. The composition of 
coconut oil is largely short chain fatty acids which are rapidly 
burnt up by the body, and do not contribute to cholestrol deposits in 
the arteries. For millions of people in developing countries, 
coconut is indeed their primary energy food. 

FUTURE NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

17. The opportunities are: 

1. The increasing demand for oila and fats and animal feed sources, 
particularly in developing countries as incomes rise; 

2. The ability of the coconut tree to produce a wide variety of food 
and non-food products, additional to the traditional products of 
copra, coconut oil and copra meal. 

18. The key problems aret 

1. The low productivity of many coconut trees due to their age and 
poor nutrition. The world average yield of 500 kg/ha/year of 
copra equivalent has not improved in at least 25 years; 

2. The failure of many replanting programs designed to replace old 
trees with higher yielding hybrids. or locally adapted types. 
These failures have been due largely’to a lack of incentive for 
smallholders to replant when prices are.low; 

3. The fluctuating productivity due to variable environmental 
conditions; 

4. Inefficient handling and processing, with a low farm gate price 
to smallholders. 

19. The needs are: 

1. To increase the productivity of the crop by the use of locally 
adapted high-yielding, pest and disease tolerant varieties in any 
replanting or new planting schemes: 

2. To increase the productivity of existing plantings by encouraging 
better agronomic practices, including the control of diseases, 
insects and weeds, use of fertilizers, and profitable 
inter-cropping systems; 

3. To develop improved methods of handling and processing coconuts: 
4. To diversify the coconut products traded and actively promote new 

products in the marketplace, so as to utilize fully the potential 
of the crop. 
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RATIONALE FOR AN INTERNATIONAL XNITIATIVE 

20. The rationale for further research on coconut is based on: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

The importance of coconut as a smallholder crop, produced largely 
for domestic consumption. Approximately 961 of total world 
production come3 from smallholdings, and at least 70Z is consumed 
in the producing countries. There are more than 10 million farm 
families (about 50 million people) directly involved in its 
cultivation. A further 30 million people in Asia alone are 
directly dependent on coconut and its processing for their 
livelihood. 
The increasing importance of domestic consumption of coconut in 
producing countries to meet the growing demand for vegetable oils 
and fats. 
The predictions of future decreasing production in the 
Philippines (the world’s major exporter of coconut oil), due to 
the increasing age of the palms. The Philippines provides the 
core of the export market, and other smaller exporters depend on 
the Philippine3 to keep the market open for coconut oil. 
The continuing price premiums paid for the lauric acid oils 
(coconut and palm kernel oil), primarily for their industrial 
uses in seeps and detergents. Buyers still favour the laurfc 
acid oils, and there is 4 continuing demand for regular 
supplies. This provide3 an opportunity for increasing coconut 
oil exports, if the productivity of the crop 4nd the continuity 
of supply could be improved. 
The declining competitivenes yf coconut, which means it is 
presently unable to take advaK 3,of the expanding vegetable oil 
market and is losing ground to chdr crops. Coconut oil ’ s share 
of the total vegetable oil market has been declining steadily. 
It provided 62 of the total world market in 1986, and is 
predicted to fall to 5X by 1990. 
Virtually 411 the benefits from coconut research 4ccrue to 
developing countries. Furthermote, the majority of these 
benefits go to the smallholder producers. The balance go to 
consumers in developing countries. 

COCONUT RESEARCH PROGRAHS 

21. Research results in recent years suggest that there are 3reas from 
which there could be a high rate of return on research investments. 
Appropriate method3 will be required for the transf et of new 
technologies to smallholders, if these returns on research 
investments are to be realized. Coconut hybrid breeding in several 
countries over the past 30 years ha3 demonstrated that hybrid3 ars 
capable of yielding up to 6 ton3 copralhalyear, under favourabie 
conditions (cf. world average yield of 500 kg/ha/pear). Progress has 
also been made in the identification of the causal agents of diseases 
of previously unknown etiology, such 49 cadang-cadang disease in the 
Philippines and Lethal Yellowing in the Caribbean. Nutritional 
studies have shown that coconut responds to fertilizer 4ppliC4tiOn. 
particularly potasrrium and chlorine. 
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22. These prodsing result9 from only a few programs suggest that a well- 
organized and adequately funded interndtional research effort could 
yield high returns on the investments. 

23. Coconut research is presently under-funded. There are several 
national research programs (Table 2). With few exceptions, they are 
not well-supported financially nor do they have sufficient 
appropriately trained staff and facilities, Most suffer from a lack 
of continuity in funding, both from national sources, and from 
external agencies. Many small producing countries are not able to 
support 4 coconut research program at all. At present there is no 
means by which small countries c4n access new technologies, 
especially for higher yielding planting material, Yet they could be 
active participants in an international germplasm evaluation 
program. The present research efforts are not addressing the needs 
of the crop internationally, nor capitalizing on the promising 
results from breeding and other area9 of research, for the benefit of 
smallholders. 

24. The long-term nature of coconut research, the history of 
discontinuity and lack of support in its funding, the prospects of 
high returns from Iresearch investments, and the likely distribution 
of research benefits to smallholder producers, make coconut 4 

particularly suitable, target for an international research initiative. 

PRIORITY RESEARCH AREAS 

25. The priority research areas to be addressed by an international 
effort 4re: 

1. Coconut germplasm improvement 
(coflection, conservation, breeding and evaluation) 

2. Disease and pest control 
3. Sustainability of coconut-based farming ‘system9 
4. Postharvest handling and utilization 

26. It is proposed that there be a socio-economic component within each 
of the priority research areas rather than a separate socio-economic 
program. Thi 3 would better ensure that socio-economic issues 
relevant to srmllholders 4re addressed within each of the 4re4s of 
technology development. The issuer influencing the participation of 
farmer9 in rehabilitation and replanting programs are of particular 

importance. 

Coconut Germplasm Lmprovement 

27. The key area3 requiring research are: 

1. Germplasm Collection and Conservation 

The critical need is to establish a coconut germplasm collection 

under international auspices. Such an international collection 
would be best built around one prfmary site, with several 
sub-sites to duplicate different portions of the collection in 
different parts of the world. The collection would be managed by 
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a Coconut Germplasm Research Unit, established under 
international auspices. It would involve sponsoring both the 
eetablishment of a new field-based collection and providing 
additional support to some existing collections in Asia, Pacific, 
Latin Ilmerica and Africa, to duplicate parts of the collection 
elsewhere. Several of the existing collections were established 
with assistance from the International Board for Plant Genetic 
Resources (IBPGR). Unfortunately, IBPGR was unable to provide 
support for the continuing maintenance of the collections, and 
the evaluation of the germplasm. 

The primnry site of the new international collection should be in 
the Asia/Pacific region, as this is the centre of origin of the 
crop, in a location free of lethal diseases, and out of the 
typhoon region. From a scientific perspective, Indonesia would 
be a suitable location as the primary site of the international 
collection, and for the base of the germplasm research unit. 

2. Inter-country Testing of Natural Selections and Hybrids 

There is a long-established need for the inter-country comparison 
of the best available material from different countries. 
Protocols are required to enable results from different countries 
to be compared. The staff of the germplasm research unit would 
collaborate with national programs in the design and evaluation 
of these inter-country trials. 

3. Coconut Tissue Culture 

One technology that would be a ,valuable adjunct to coconut 
breeding is tissue culture. Scienti3ts in several countries are 
working on coconut tissue culture.‘. Embryo culture techniques 
have been established (with support from IBPGR and others) which 
can be used in germplasm collection. Limited success has been 
reported with clonal propagation, with several laboratories 
reporting the clonal propagation of a few palms. None are able 
to replicate coconut palm3 on a routine basis. Clonal 
propagation would enable the rapid propagation of high yielding 
trees. 

Technique3 also need to be established for cryopreservation to 
enable the long-term, in-vitro storage of germplasm. This would 
reduce the need for large and expensive field-based collections 
to preserve coconut germplasm. 

Regeneration and transformation systems are required for coconut, 
in order to establish systems by which useful genes could be 
introduced into the plant by genetic engineering. This is a 
long-term prospect, but could be usefully sponsored interna- 
tionally on a contract basis in suitable molecular biology 
laboratories. 
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An international Lniciacive VOUld enable the establishment of 
research network sn zac3nut tissue culture, 
effort3, and 

CO link existing 
:a ‘3rizg additional resources to these important 

research ta:gecs. 

“Jenetic Yaooin3 25 “-cZzut 

.I senecic map sf coc3nut. based on the use of XFL? markers would 
Se valuable -Jr -3conut breeding prosrams, especially for complex 
characters s cc ‘3 3 s drought :olerance. Such a ?ap could be 
commissioned by an international coconut germplasm improvement 
program and be 7resared by collaboration be cween 2xiscir.g 
breeding programs ar.d aavanced Laboratories. 

Disease and ?est ‘Control 

28. The priority diseases, inport3nt in all coconut-growing areas are: 

?hytoohora oalmivor3 
iact-.a1 diseases 
Viruslviroid diseases (such as cadang-cadang) 

29. Of the lethal disea.s’es, =lycoplasma diseases such as lethal yellowing 
and related nycoplasma diseases are especially damaging in Africa, 
La c in &nerica and -the Caribbean. There appears to be several virus 
and viroid diseases affecting coconut in the Asia/Pacific region, 

some of unknown etiofogy. 

Suitable indexing netSods need to be developed to enable the safe 
interchange of germo!asm. Modern diagnostics, based on monoclsnal 
antibodies or nucleic acid probes could be prepared in 
sci:abLy-equipped laboratories. for the major coconut diseases. 

313. In regard to pest control. priority should be given to the develop- 
22nc of integrated pest xanagemenc methods. for pests important in 
j2veral countries. 

Sustai?.~~ili~y of Coconut-Based Farming Systems 

31. Coconut-based systems are amongst the oldest farming systems in the 
*dorLd. They contribute to the sustainability of farming systems in 
zsascal areas and islands, where few other crops will grow. Palms, 
inc?uding coconut palms. are under threat from excessive Logging in 
various parts of the world. 
sponsor research on new ways 
coconut-based farming systems. 

30s~ Harvest Handling and Utilization 

32. There are several problems of copra and coconut oil processing 
important to many countries which could be more efficiently 

investigated under international auspices. The results could be made 
widely available through regional networks. 

An international initiative could 
to ensure the sustainability of 
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INSTITVTIONAL CPTIONS 

33. Four options for SUppOrCixg an international research effort were 
considered in the ear:ler :-JO papers to TAC in 1988 and 1989. These 
were: 

1. To provide additional support to exis:ing national coconut 
research programs. 

2. PO establish an international coconut research centre, sinilar :o 
a commodity research centre such as IRRI. 

3. To establish an international coconut research netsrork. 
G. To establish an International Coconut Research Council able to 

identify, support, promote and conduct research on priority 
problems of coconut of international significance. 

INSTIT’JTIONAL AiUUNGEF’1NTS 

34. The preferred ins:itutionaL arrangement in the consultations that 
formed a part of :his study, is option L, to establish an 
International Coconu: Research Council which would operate in a 
decentralised fashion. 

The new body would be able to: 

1. Undertake research i:self on a limited number of topics of 
international significance, with some emphasis on those related 
to germplasm conservation. evaluation and improvement: 

2. Contract research to national programs and to other existing 
research institutions on the priority research topics of 
international significance: 

3. Zstablish subject-specific research networks amongst active 
research workers, on problems of international significance and 
contract additional research on these: subjects: and 

4. Establish regional r.e tworks , to identify the priority problems 
-equiring additional research, . and to facilitate the distribution 
of research results to all coconut producing countries. 

35. The advantages of establishing such an international initiative are 
: ha t it could: 

1. Identify important research priorities relevant to several 
producing countries, which cannot be addressed adequately by any 
one country. 

2. Build on existing research capacity by providing additional funds 
to enable national programs to undertake research of relevance to 
many countries. 

3. Provide additional support for germplasm collections held under 
international auspice3 and breeding programs of international 
significance. 

4. Allow small countries with no national coconut research program 
to participate in the evaluation of new technologies, including 
new coconut varieties, and improved processing technologies. 

5. Provide continuity of funding, especially for coconut germplasm 
collection held at several sites under international auspices, 
and related research on coconut improvement of importance to many 
countries. 
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5. Fscilitace Tar:L:i;a:Lsn in an in:ernational coconut research 
effort by both .oujLic and private sector organisacions. The 
buyers of coconn-lt Jii in industrialized countries would benefit 
from continuity of ju?PlY from producing countries. These 
private sector Lzcerests could be invited to participate in, and 
contribute to, an in=ernacional research effort. 

INTERNATIONAL COCONUT RESFARCH INITUTIVE 

36. Components 

The components of t\-e proposed International Coconut Research Council 
are illustrated in Figure ?. Zt would comprise: 

3oard of Directors 

Headquarters ‘Jni: 
Administracron 
Zntormaci2n St?rvi:es 
Training ?rogrnm 

Germplasm Research Tnit 
Regional Networks 

Asia/Pacific, 
hf rica t 
Latin &nerici and the Caribbean 

Subject Specifs ‘c Research Networks 
Tissue Culcilre’ 
Diseases 
et al. 

37. The Proposed initial complement of senior staff would be 14. In 
addition, the Count il would require some support staff, It vould 
also require a signific ant contractual research budget. The Council 
srould :hen have the responsibility to commission research of 
Lncernational significance with national programs, other interested 
-esearch - organisa- tions, and advanced laboratories within i:s 
identified high priority research areas. 

38. :?.2 indicative staffing of the Council is as follows: 

Headquarters Unit 

Director 
Administrative Officer 
Information Officer 
Training Officer 
Ssclo-economist 

GermPlasm 4esearch Unit 

Germplasm conservator - germplasm collection and conservation 
Plant breeder - hybrid production 
Plant breeder - international testing neiwork 
Plant pathologist 
Research station manager 

L96-?FRS 
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Regional Neworks 

Pour regional coordinators for 1) Asia, 2) Papua !lew Guinea and the 
Pacific Islands, 3) Africa. and 4) Latin America and the Caribbean, 

Gernplasn Research Unit 

39. The gemplasm research unit would be responsible for the management 
of the coconut germplasm collection established under international 
auspices, with a primary si:e in Asia (preferably in indonesia 1, and 
secondary sites elsewhere in Asia/Pacific, Africa, Latin America and 
the Caribbean. 

40. The unit would also conduct research on the collection. conservation, 
dissemination and evaluation of coconut germplasm, including both 
natural selections and hybrids. 

Regional Networks 

41. The primary role of the regional networks would be co provide 
guidance on the identification of problems affecting several 
countries, and the relative priority of these problems. The regional 
networks would also be inportant in facilitating the international 
exchange and evaluation of germplaom. The regional networks srould be 
the major vehicle for the dissemination of results coming from the 
subject-specific r esearch networks and contracted research projects. 
A Regional Coordinator would act as the secretary to the Steering 
Committee in each geographic area. 

42. It is proposed that three regional natworks be established for 1) 
Asia/ 2acific: 2) Africa: 3) Latin America and the Caribbean. 
Ideally, there would be two coordfnatars within the Asia/Pacific 
network, one responsible for Asia, and the other for Papua New Guinea 
and the Pacific Islands, as well as one coordinator for Africa, and 
one for Latin America and the Caribbean. 

43. The regional coordinators would be research workers who would also 
coordinate at least one of the subject-specific networks appropriate 
to their technical area of expertise. Each would be based at a 
suitable coconut research institution in their geographic area of 
responsibility. 

Subject- Specific Research Networks 

44. The international coconut research council would also sponsor 
subject-specific collaborative research networks. These networks 
could be large or small, depending on their subject matter and amount 
of relevant research in progress. Not all member countries need 
beLong to all networks, since the research results would be made 
widely available through the regional networks. 

45. Illustrative subject matter areas on which the Council could sponsor 
collaborative research networks are: 
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Tissue cul t’ure 
Coconut diseases 
aiological csnzrol. Jf c2conut pests 
Post-harvest +.ar.?ll.-.g and uciliration 

Izfocmation Services 

46, The i2terzational :3cx’~t research council wou’d provide t5.e 
necessary information services to assist :he 
scientists. The Infoxation 

collaborating 
and documentation services wouli 

complement the accivicies of existing agencies such as the hsian and 
?3c if ic Coconut Community and the Coconut Research Institute in Sri 
Lanka. The International Development Research Cencre (IDRC) is 
likely co support a new coconut information project. based at .IPCC in 
Jakarta. 6-a inf o::a cion officer would be located vi th the 
kleadquarters Unit cs be responsible for these services. 

Training Program 

47. The international caconct research council would organise a training 
program associated ;ri:h the priority research areas. This program 
;lould. .include trninin~ of Jur,ior researchers and technician9 from 
na tronal programs Itid Training courses for scientists and :echnicians 
on specialised res’e3rch techniques. A training officer would be 
attached to the Yeadqcar:ers Unit co manage the program. 

Locations of Activities - 

La. It is proposed :?.at :k-.e international coconut research council 
establish itself Fn a decentralised fashion so as not to build itself 
iat0 a centralised-commodity institute, and to facilitate 
?arzicipation af existing research institutes in the international 
program. 

49. The Germplasm Research Unit and the main gite of the international 
germplasm collection should be located in the centre of origin of the 
2’5 P in the Asia/Pacific region, in a country without lethal 
diseases; and outside the typhoon belt, since the primary site *ztould 
be a field-based collection. 

50. In keeping with the decentralised nature ‘of the initiative, it vould 
be preferable for the Headquarters Unit to be located in a different 
zsuntry to the Germplasm ‘Jnit. Given that Asia is the main producing 
region, the headquarters should be Located in Asia, Fn a country with 
substantial scientific capacity, efficient international 
zsmmunication facilities, and good international airline connections. 

i96-?ERJ 
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RELATIONSHI? OF COCONUT R~S%.?.C:i T3 TUB SGXR SYfTFM 

51. In regard to TAC'~ considerations of :he non-associated IARCs: 

1. The area of coconut research is appropriate for support by the 
CGIAR, since coconut is a crop grown primarily by smallholders, 
both as a subsistence crop and as a source of cash income. 
Coconut is especially important for poverty alleviation. as it is 
often the only source of income for smallholders in island and 
coastal communities. Coconut also contributes to the stability of 
farming systems in these often fragile ecosystems. coconut is 
the dominant crop for many resource poor, isLand countries and 
coastal zones which have benefitted little from CGIAR-sponsored 
research to date. 

Coconut germplasm. collection, conservation and evaluation is 
especially sui:ed to the CGIAR mode of operation. 

2. Of the existing CGXR centres. only IBPGR is sponsoring a snail 
amount of research on coconut, in the area of embryo culture, and 
cryopreservation. 
a contract ‘basis. 

This research is being undertaken in France on 
I3PGR has also supported the collection of 

coconut germplasm in Asia. 

3. None of the existing, non-associated international agricultural 
research centres are conducting research on coconut. 

4. The identified research needs on coconut concern: 

germplasm conservation, evaluation and improvement 
disease and pest control * 
sustainability of coconut-based’farming system 
post-harvest handling and utilization 

None of these needs are being met either by the existing CGIAR 
centres nor by the non-associated centres. 

5. The proposed activities on coconut research would be 
international in character. The modes of operation in the 
preferred option would include in-house research capacity in 
regard to germplasm improvement, contract research capability and 
related subject-specific research networks, and regional 
networks. The proposed contract research would be able to be 
undertaken by national agricultural research systems, either on 
their own, or in collaboration with advance laboratories in some 
instances. 
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52. hlchough there ace -any ‘1LLsteraLLy and multilaterally funded coconut 
-asearch I and deveioomenc projects, all currently operate for 
:e!ativeLy short ;rer:ods (usually 3 to 5 years 1, and are rarely 
::nked co one ano-be- -. b. T!lis system of discontinuity of fsunding , 
provided primarily on a bilateral basis, is not conducive 

.4 
to 

3c:i:sving 9 quanta Lean in coconut productivity in many countries. 
If 3n l2crease in 3roductivFty in coconut is to be achieved, it 
requires a critical mass of . flmds and research capacity to be brought 
to Sear on coconut for a suscaized period of time. 

53. There are several ir.scit*utisnaL mechanisms by which an international 
research program sn coconut could be established. These 
institutional options incl>Jde ones which could be incorporated i2to 
the CGIAR syst2.n-l and ones which could be conducted s2:r.d e r 
international auspices but outside the CGIAR system. The key 
elements are co esrablis‘n inrer- national auspices for the program, 
especiaLLy in rega rzi tJ germplasm conservation, evaluation and 
improvement. and :o provide a mechanism for continuity of funding for 
coconut research. 

54. Nine institutional. options by which an international program on 
coconut could be eptablished and conducted are outlined below. The 
relative features of the options are summarized in Table 3. 

\ 

Option 1. CGIAR InternacicnaL Coconut Research Council 

55. Establish an independent International Coconut Research Council, as 
3n international agricuL:uraL research centre (IARC), under :.‘.e 
auspices of :he “,s:.a. The research program and mode of operation 
would be as ouclined in rhis oaper. 

Advantages 

Establishes a critical mass of expertise and resources focussed 
on coconut research needs. 

Tlexibili ty in . modes of operation, with in-house research 
capacity, contract research responsibilities, and regional and 
subject-specific networks. 

Provide9 in-house research capacity, especially in relation to 
germplasm conservation, evaluation bnd utilization. 

Provides international auspices for b multi-site germplasm 
collection and an inter-country coconut improvement program. 

?rovides a mechanism for continuity of funding for coconut 
research. 

Enables research to be contracted to nbtionbl agricultural 
research systems (NAM) and other advanced Laboratories for 
specific problems of international significance. 

. 
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Global coverage of activities, via 
research networks. 

regional and subject-specific 

Visibility of effor: by the CGIAR on a perrenial tree crap. 

Disadvantages 

Establishes a new IARC, with associated overhead costs. 

‘.equires a new IARC :o obtain international legal status (often a 
2nqthy process). 

give too high a priority to coconut celacive to sther 
i :dities within the CGiAR system. 

Cption 2. Non-CGIAR Internarimal Coconut Research Council 

56. Establish the International Coconut Research Council in a manner 
analogous to the current non-associated IARC 3 such as the 
International Council for Agro-Forestry (ICUF) or :he As ian 
Vegetable Research and Development Centre (AVRDC). This would 
require sponsorship by a Donor Support Group. 

Advantages 

Establishes a critical mass of expertise and resources fzcyssed 
on coconut research needs. 

Flexibili:y in modes of operation, with in-house research 
capacity, contract research responsibilities, and regional and 
subject-specific research networks,, 

Provides in-house research capacit$, especially in relation to 
germplasm conservation, evaluation and utilization. 

Enables research to be contracted to NARS and other advanced 
Laboratories on specific problems of international significance. 

Global coverage of activi:ies via regional and subject-specific 
networks. 

Kay be attractive to development agencies with special interests 
in the Asia/Pacific region. 

Cisadvantages 

Estz shes a new IARC, with associated overhead costs. 

Req., res a new IARC to obtain international legal status. 

Does not provide immediate international auspices foe a 

multi-site germplasm collection and an inter-country germplasm 
improvement program. 

Does not provide antinuity in funding. 



57. Zscablish an I3?GR- 5~OrhSOrPd 3:0p Sar,etic Xesources Network sn 
Csconut e -.rich 3 jceer2r.3 Zxx3ittee to guide its .research strategy. 
‘“e _ . . incernacionai 3 and 1 program outlined in this ?aper contains a 
Large element st‘ work concerned .Jith the long-term support of coconut 
gerniplasm collecri3r.s f3 be held 

4 
under interRationaL auspices: 

5:eedizg and i2:er-councr- I e~~al~uation of Jermplasm; and ___ -3’ 3ted 
researcn on ci jS?Je z’LL:‘l-? and disease control. These activi:iss 
;ouLd be conducted vic.-.;n a crop genetic resources net-dark on 
coconut, sponsored >Y :37rf4 and supported by additiona! f2r.d s 
?rzvried :3 I3PrJR ‘=y Interssted deve!opment agencies, and possibly 
Lxdustry sources. 

hdvantaqes 

Establishes a :ri:ic 31 -ass of expertise and resources foccssed 
on coconut research needs. 

?lexibiii:y in -odes zf Jperation, with in-house research 
capacity, zoncr3c~ - -asearch responsibilities, and rsgisnal and 
subject-specific ctsaarch r.et.,?orks. 

lrovides in-hodse research capacity, especially in relation to 
germplasm conservation, evaluation and utilization. 

\ 

?rovides international auspices for a multi-site 3ez-ipLasm 
collection. szd Lr.rer -country coconut improvement program. 

?rovides a mechanism for continuity of funding. 

Enables research :3 be :ontracted to NARS and other advanced 
Laboratories on specific problems of international significance. 

“Jlobal coverage zf activF:ies via regional and subject-specific 
research networks. 

Xad*Jced overhead costs, Zue to sharing of common services such as 
Administration, information. :raining, and governance. 

!-by be attractive to kilateral and multilateral deve!.opment 
agencies with special interests in the Asia/Pacific region. 

Tisadvantages 

Requires ISPrJR to expand its usual mode of operation to incor- 
gorate research on germplasm utilization. as well as provide 
additional support for coconut collection and conservation. 

Greater emphasis on the germplasm improvement aspects of the 
program (including disease and pest control) and Less on 
sustainability of coconut-based farming systems and post-harvest 
handling and processing. 

International status may be affected by IBPCR’s own negotiations 
on its future. 
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option G. International ZsuncLL zn xgrafzrestry: Coconut Netvork 

58 * Incorporate a coconclt 3 and 3 network wi:hin the activities of the 
International Council on Agroforestry (ICRAF). 
ICFUF (with its headquarters 

This would require 
in Kenya) to sponsor a research network 

with its primary site of activi:ies in Asia and the Pacific. 

Advantages 

Flexibility in modes of operation, with in-house research 
capacity, contract research responsibilities, and regional and 
subject-specific research networks. 

Provides in-house research capacity, especially in relation to 
germplasm conservation, evaluation and utilization. 

EnabLes research to be contracted to NARS and gther advanced 
laboratories. 

Establishes Linkages with research on other tree species. 

Some common’services possible, thereby reducing costs. 

Disadvantages 

May not bring a critical mass of expertise and resources focussed 
on coconut. 

Hay not provide early i-‘srnational auspices for a multi-site 
germplasm collection ant: ;n inter-country coconut improvement 
program. \ 

,H.ay not provide continuity in funding. 

ICRAF is itself considering its own future, in relation to the 
CGIAR and its forestry initiative. Coconut map not receive high 
priority from ICRAF. at least me initially. 

ICUF is primarily focussed on Africa, whereas the proposed 
coconut research initiative would have a substantial program in 
Asia/Pacific as well as regional activities. in Africa, Latin 
America and the Caribbean. 

May not give global --r+rage of activities. 

Implementation may be 

Option 5. CGIAR Forestry Tesea: itiative: Coconut Jerk 

c 59. Incorporate a coconut reseil, network within .e proposed CGUR 
initiative on forestry. 
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?LexlSilF:y L:. r;..22es 3f 2pera:isn. with in-house research 
:3?ac::*f, :3?.::312 r?jS3rIl? res?cnsrjFlici;s, and regional and 
sub:ecC-j;ec:,ls res?~r:b. zecvorks. 

* 
?rsvFies in-house research capacr:y, especially in rela:isn f3 
4” r-??Lasm c5nse:-r3::3n, ?valuacion ar.d utilization. 

3aSles research :s be :cv,trac ted to NARS and otSer advanced 
Laboratories ST! s?ecFfL: 3roblems oi internationai signi ficance. 

2Lobal coverage s? 3c:ivL:Les. 

‘Jould provide International auspices Of a multi-Site germplssn 
collec:ion 3nd 3n :n:er --country improvement program in the nedi. 
to Long Eer;?. 

ZstabLFsh iizkages fo s:ker CSIAR efforts on tree species. 

Zisadvantages 

Xay not jrizg 3 :qFcical nass of expertise and resources focussed 
sn coconut rssear:!? zeeds. 

The Treferred ins: i:*ational nechanisms for the proposed :;I.G 
initiative 3n torastry 3re not yet finalized. The Fmplement3c:on 
sf 3 coc3r.uc rasearzh ne cwor’k llrtder this option nay Se ieisyed 
IuntiL these neckanrsns sire decided, and the future role of TCFL4F 
LS c!arified. 

Slow FmpLementacizn likely. 

Lack of visibility for a CSIAR-sponsored coconut initiative. 

t3 p t L2n 5. International Rice Research Institute: Coconut Research Unit 

50. Ykte major coconut producing and exporting country is the 
?hilippines. The International 3ice 4esearch Institute (IRRI) in &e 
?hilippines could host an Fncernacional coconut research network, 3nd 
provide logistical support far its activities in. Asia/Pacific, 
Africa, Latin .Uerica acd the Caribbean. 

.\?*rantaqes 

Establishes a cri:i23l xss of expertise and resources focussed 
on coconut research needs. 

. . 
Flexibility in modes oi operation with in-house research 
capacity, contract research responsibilities, and regional and 
subject-specific networks. 
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Provides in-house research capacity, especially in relation to 
germplasm conserJatisn. evaltlation and utilization. 

Enables research to be contracted to NAM and other advanced 
laboratories. 

Siobal coverage of activities. 

Xay provide international auspices for a multi-site germplasm 
collection and an inter-country coconut inprovemenc program, Ff 
IRRI’s mandate is modified. 

Provides a mechanism for continuity of funding. 

Reduced overhead costs, due to sharing of 
governance. 

Access to other research expertise at IRRI ( 
nutrition, pathology, farming systems). 

Sisadvantaqes ’ 

Requires IRRI to provide an international 
commodity. 

The Philippines is the typhoon zone, and has 

common services and 

e.g. agronomy, plant 

umbrella for a new 

at least one let?.al 
disease of coconut. It is therefore not the ideal location for 
the primary site of an international germplasm collection. Yhe 
primary site of the germplasm should be located elsewhere in 
Asia, preferably in Indonesia, to facilitate germplasm exchanges. 

\ 

Option 7. International Network for the Improvement of Banana and Coconut 
(IN:3AC) 

61. The proposed modes of operation of an international coconut research 
network are somewhat similar to those for the existing International 
Network on Banana and Plantain (INIBAP) which has its headquarters in 
Flontpellier, France. The differences are that the proposed 
international coconut research council would have an in-house 
research capacity in the form of a germplasm research unit located in 
Asia and be responsible for a multi-site germplasm collection 
sponsored under international auspices. The coconut network would 
also have a significant contractual research budget with which to 
contract research to national programs and advanced laboratories on 
specific problems of international significance. 

62. There is strong French interest and research capacity in both 

commodities. Coconuts and bananas both have their centres of origin 
in the Asia/Pacific region. and are of ten intercropped in the field. 
It may be possible co intercrop the two research networks, and obtain 
a synergistic effect to stimulate research on both crops. 
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Advantages 

Zstablishes a :rl:i:al nass of expertise and resources facussed 
on coconut r2sesr:;l needs. 

Flexibility LX 302es of operation, with iri-house researzki * 
:3p3city, COr,ffSCK resesrzh responsibili:ies, and regionai and 
j,.i, .a-- .- ic- jceC* ;;- -- -” resasrch networks. 

?rovides lz-12ouse Z?SS3Ci!7 capaci:y, especially in rtga:d to 
gerxpiasm zzr.se:*~s::sn. ?val-acFan and $lciLizatisn. 

3nabLes research 23 5e contracted to NARS and other advanced 
Laboratocres. 

SLobaL covecage sf 3ccFvF:ies. 

Some cost-savings by sharing of common services Ce.3. 
infsrzration, administration. governance). 

Linkage with IYI3M .YeadJuarrets . in France nay facilitate access 
to European oil ::ops research. 

Disadvantages 11 

3oes not TrJvi2a’ rnternacional auspices for a multi-site coconut 
germplasm coLLection and an inter-country coconut improvement 
program (Sut 2y do so if INI3AP agreements are modified). 

Does not provide continuity of funding. 

Instittutional iLffL=.-Lcies Ln merging an existing 2e two rk 
{banana) ;rith an amerglng network (coconut). 

Cotion 9. BUROTROP (Zurspean Ini tiative on Oilpalm and Coconut Research 
and Seveiopment) 

53. 3tROTROP is a newly established, inter-governmental European 
Ir.r:iative on Oilpalm and Coconut, supported by a small secretariat 
LX ?aris. It aims to stimulate and coordinate R and D projects on 
oiLpalm and coconut supported by European development agencies, or 
other bilateral and multilateral agencies. Its main focus is on 
establishing collaborative research among European institutes and 
regional or national institutions. BUROTROP’s initial foci are on 
silpalm, and Africa, for its first year of operation. 

5G. The 3oard of SUROTROP presently comprises: . 

an executive committee with 15 members from producing countries, 
European development agencies, and research organizations. 

a program committee wi:b six members, three of whom are from 
producing countries. 
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65. It may be possible for 3XSTROP to character 
activities to enable 

expand irs and 

net-work, 
it co sponsor an international coconut research 

including a mul:i-site germplasm collection 
inter-country 

and an 
coconut Fmprsve- men: program. This vould 

SUROTROP to conduct as well as to coordinate research. 
require 

Advantages 

Flexibility in modes of operation, but Tdith limited in-house 
research capaci:y. 

Enable9 research to be contracted to NARS and ather advanced 
laboratories. 

Access to European research institutions. 

Access to European bi?ateraL and multilaterai 
agencies. 

development 

Disadvantages 

Vould not provide international auspices for a multi-location 
germplasm collection and an inter-country coconut improvement 
program. 

Does not provide continuity of funding. 

aUROTROP is presently a European-based coordinating mechanism, 
without in-house research capacity. It would need to amend its 
charter to manage a coconut research program as proposed here. - 

BUROTROP is cur:entLy perceiveb to be a European initiative, 
rather than an international re?earch initiative. It may be 
possible to merge the European in’itiative with one of the other 
options proposed in this paper. in order to achieve an 
international coconut research program. 

BUROTROP’s current comparative advantage is in contract research 
with European institutions. A mechanism needs to be found to 
link this advantage with a body which has an in-house research 
capacity in coconut, and a responsibility for international 
coconut germplasm conservation and utilization. 

3ption 9. FAOIUNDP Coconut Genetic Resources Program 

66. FAO could implement an international coconut research program, as 
described in this paper. This would require close cooperation 
between FAO and IBPGR in regard to the collection, conservation and 
utilization of coconut germplasm. UNDP could be approached to seek 
its interest in being the lead sponsoring agency for such a program, 
with other bilateral and multilateral development agencies joining as 
cosponsors. 
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Establishes 3 zri~lZ3l Ttass sf expertise and resources foc*Jssed 
on coconut rese3rtb :.eeds. 

FLexibi: i:y in . xCes of operation, with in-house research 
capacity, contr3C: research responsibilities, and :egionaL 3r.d 
subject-specific --*search networks. 

4 

?rsvides in-house research capacity in regard ~0 germplasm 
conservation, evaluation and utilization. 

?rovides international auspices for a multi-site gernplasm 
collection and a mul:i-country coconut improvement program. 

Should provide a mechanism continuity of funding, if ‘JIDP nnd 
other bilateral ar.d mltiLatera1 agencies support the program. 

Enables resear:h :3 be :ontracted to NARS and other advanced 
laboratories. 

Slobal coverage 2f activities via regional and subject-specific 
research netrorks. 

.QY reduce ;dst Ji implementation. if common services are 
provided by FAOiyNDP. 

iow overhead casts. 

Disadvantages 

?.equires ciose csi:aboration between FAO and IBPGR in resard t3 
sernplasm zsll2c:FJr. and zonser-lation. 

Implementation may be slow. 

, 
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CONCLUSION 

67. A case has been presented for establishing an international research 
initiative on coconut. This subject has been examined since the 
early 1970’s by several bodies interested in improving the 
productivity of coconut, and increasing the incomes of millions of 
smallholders dependent on the crop. Although the needs have been 
demonstrated, and the potential returns from research appreciated, 
ail these efforts have failed. 

68. Xn the intervening Teriod, research workers have shown the potential 
for substantial increases in yield, the development of new 
technologies for pest and disease control, and the improvement in 
processing of coconut products. The management of the coconut lands 
CO ensure their iong- term productivity is also of increasing 

concern e Investment in research in these priority areas would 
benefit directly smallholder producers and coconut consumers in -zany 
countries. Coconut research is commended to TAC for its 
consideration as an international research initiative appropriate for 
support by the CGXAR. 
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Rarmrch and DAVALOP- PbEFns And 
mant LmtLtuta (URDI) rrhbilitatioa 

Prima SActO= 

Ramarch Program 

Thm Philfppinaa Coconut 
PhilFppinar Authority 

DAVAO Rosaarch Cbntrb 

&mboangA RamArch 
CAntrA 

8+dd aAbd 
prodnctlon 
Lntmrcropping 

ROCOUFng 
tOOd tAChnOl0~ 

PCA 

hdmg-u&q 

dfaoars 
T~ISUA calturo 
~tOTRd0~~ (di.AAABA 
trAnnis*Foa) 

Gbrrpl8n 
COXiAAtVAti~ 

Eiybrfd brwding 
Coconnt uocxl 
urflir8tion 

IBPGR 
IA0 
World hak 

FrAncA (n.Eo)* 

. 

World Bank* 
Prbnca (IREO)* 

FAOIUNDP - 
Aurtralk (ACUR 
Cmxrany (CT21 

.I l 

PMIUNDP 
POtAh h#titUtI 

Prrnncb (IREO) 
ODA*l GTZ* 

IBPGR 

FAOIUNDP 
NW hAhid 



, 

l?ktwnaL Collaboration 
Ragion Country Rmrureh In~tieutm~ Program PAmt/Preaent* 

VFuyu Stata CoLl~gr RIbrid breading 
of Agxicultura (VISCA) Intrrcropping 

Vilkga Lmv.1 
proeA8dng 
Product dmslopaant 

Srf Lanka Coconut Rirarch 
Inrtitutm 

Thailand 

Vie CnAl 

South Fiji 
PACif iC 

Franch Coconut Rarmrch 
Polymrti In*tFtut~ 

Papua NW 
Gulnu 

COCO8 ad coconut 

Ramarch hrtftuta 

Coconut Board 

Departmoe of 
Agriculture, 
Eorticultur81 
ReamArch Inrtituta, 
S~ui Roaarrch Cmotra 

Karrtrurt UnivaraFty 

Oil Crops Raaurch 
Inrtitucm 

Kinfatry of 
Forutry 

Solowa IA. Lmvarr RAmArch 
Pmdb 

Dapartmant of 
AgZiCULtUX* 

VAMtU Oil Cropa Rmmrch 
Sarsoutou 

Bramdtig Ad 
raL~ction 
Soils Aad phnt 
nutrition 
AsQQQ=Y 
Port And dimam 
control 
coconut FafonMtion 
r*rdee 

Port-harmat 
procarring 

BIbrid brudiq 

Food trchnology 

Hybrid production 

Hybrid braad4.q 
Paat control 
(bfologiul coptrol 
of rhinoeuo8 ) 
baotla) $ t 

Hybrid braoding 

Gumphn 
coLL~ctiun and 
cooum8tfon 
Hybrid braad4.q 
Pamt control 
(ScApAnrr) 

Hybrid braodiq 
Lntareropp* 
(cocM/eoconut~ 
Tirnu culture 

Hybrid bra-d- 
Dfrum control 
(folhr dauy) 

U.K.* 

ODA 

FAG 
Rsnca 

?ranco (lItHO)* 

Francr (IRHO)* 

Auatra1f.a (ACIAR)* 

Uuilrvmr* 

UnifiaLd* 

Aumtra1i.n (ACuR)* 

?rulea (IREO)’ 
An~trrLi~ (ACM)* 



Xaxico 

Caribbean Jamaica Coconut Industry 3oard 

Trinidad 

Africa Cot. 
d’lvoirm 

Horambfquo 

Deparcmaat af 
Agrfculcura 

HacioMl Coconut 

Raraarch Program 

Nocioual coconut 

Rarearch Program 

thrc Dalorme Coconut 
D~v~lopa~nt Caacro 

HAtfoMl cQconut 
D~v~lopm~n~ Program 

NAtFoMl CocLt 
D~v~Lopm~nc .Prograr 

Epbrid braading 
Part coacrol 
(biological control 
of rhinocarou# 
bratla) 

hrmphm 
coll*ctl.on 
Food proearring 

G4~plMlE 
collrction and 
evaluation 
LathAl g*Lloting 
diraAJ* 

GlmplA88 
coll~ccfun 
R7brfd breeding 

Bybrid broodfng 
Agr=-7 
DFaaro control 
(m7coplA#mar) 
aiologfd control 
of Fnr*cr pasta 

Socfo*conomic 

PAW 
World 9~nlr 
ADB' 

U.K. 
PA0 

I!Jt~l-MtiOMl 
council on 
LbCbAL 
Y~llotirlg 

Franc0 (IRHO)* 

Portugal 

World Bank* 
Caman (CTZI* ' 
Prnnc* (IR.EO)* : 
U.K. (Iaporial 

College)' 

* ExiscFng rermrch projacc supported by trchnical arriatrnca, or collaborstivr rrraarcb 
graacs. 



Table 3. Summary of I~~r~c~c~onal Options for an Incarnational Cownur Raeearch Iniristiva 

LIKELY INTER- 
TLONAL CRITICAL IN-HOUSE CONTRACT/ CLOBAL CONTINUITY NATIONAL LEGti AMIN. 

I nAssa RESEARCH RESEARCH COVERAGE? OF PUNDINCe AUSPICES STATUS cosrsh OTHER FACTORS 
CAPABILITYb CAL'ACIW FOR 

CERtlPIAstlf 

UNDP 

$U 

t t 

+ t 

t t 

t 1 

t + 

t + 

+ t 

? t 

+ t 

t 

(‘) 

+ + 

. 
.- 

+ 

- 

t 

t 

t 

t 

"' 

' 6 

t 

iiigh 

High 

tiedium 

Hadlum 

liadtur 

Hadiur 

Low 

thdium 

E~tabLL~hmant and govsrnnca coots 

%h 
. 

IBPCR -da of operation would require 

modificrcion 

Possibly *low Lmpl~unracioo 

Pomibly rlou lmpLmuocnrioo 

IRRI und~ta would require 
modflcacioo 

INIBAP cbartar would raquiro 

mdlficacioo 

BUROTROP chartar would raquirm 

modification to .orbLa in-how. 
ruearch. cooduct of fiald program 
and raeponaibility for a gmrmplasm 

coll~ccioP 
Pomibly slow 1mpLmmnca~ion 

NW rchaoism mad* to ba l ccopred for 
l groforemcrylformmcry by tba CCIAR, 

and by ICRAF and other IARC* involved 

Poeaibly #low hpl~uotntioo 

mniar vould -able critical Y.* of l rpmrtlea and ~‘(I~OUCCII~ to be diractmd at coconut romorrch m-da; b) in-bourn comaarch crpaciCy 

io propoml; c) Hachaai~m would l nabla remarch to bo coacrnctrd to NARS and advanced 1rucicuciooa; d) Global coverngm of COCODUL 
:h po~~iblm; .) LlkeL7 coorinulr7 of funding; f) AvniLsbiLlcy of internatioul l umplcsa for gmrmplmaa coLLrctioo~ and lntmr-country 

la tha abort t.m( g) Namd for tlaw Legal l tatua& h) Adminlatrrcivo COata (including coat* of ratabliahunc and govrrnancm); 

.OP 10 - ..C&,g OptiOX,~ 4 Nld 5. sow of ctm Llritsrioo~ wirh ICRAP (opcioo 4) ald cc formtry (option 5) uy br oY.CCom if LCRAP 
1 parr of a D.Y CCIM ngroforoarq/foroecry inl~1rcivo as rocomnded by TAC. 
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